Structure Your Land Management
Qbyte CS Land is a land management system for all of your contract, mineral, and surface leases, designed specifically for Canadian oil and gas companies of all sizes. More than 250 companies, including 75 of Canada’s top 100 producers, use the system every day to manage critical land tasks.

Features include:
- A robust, configurable interface with proven functionality
- Flexible delivery options (on-premise or hosted in the P2 Cloud)
- Financial interface for single-source-of-truth data management
- Easy-to-use, advanced database queries and scheduled reports with new Qbyte Optix reporting

With CS Land’s familiar, intuitive interface, and powerful new reporting, companies are saving valuable administrative time and gaining faster access to land asset information. Relationships can be built, maintained, and reviewed at a glance between all agreement types. This allows users to quickly move from one document to another within any module and browse quickly between those relationships.

Whatever your company’s size, whatever its plans, Qbyte CS Land fits.

Maximize Your Revenue Potential
The CS Road Use module, combined with new CS Road Use Utility updates, helps to ensure you’re getting all of your Road Use Revenue. That, combined with the efficiency of having all of your contracts in a single system with public well and asset status updates, can have a positive impact on your bottom line.
Make Your Data Work For You

Qbyte Optix for CS Land is a powerful, easy-to-learn, and easy-to-use web-based reporting application. With many oil-and-gas-specific reports, Optix is ready to go right out of the box. Use the solution to schedule, group, and share your reports with the rest of your organization and analyze your data with drill-downs to source data. Optix is also an ad-hoc reporting tool that lets you access the data directly so you can respond to stakeholder questions and audit queries, and analyze data on the fly.

Access And Analyze Your Valuable Data

With Qbyte Optix for CS Land, CS Land users now have access to data like never before. Optix is organized to work the way you work, with:

- A customizable workspace
- Oil and gas presentation-ready reports
- Drill-down analysis within and between systems
- Ad-hoc data extracts
- Exception-based reporting
- “Favorite” scheduling and sharing
- Easy exports to Excel

Now, no stone is left unturned when you’re analyzing your land data.

Qbyte: Better Together With Optix Reporting

If you’re benefiting from multiple Qbyte products, Qbyte Optix scales with you. With one common location to view your reports, you can have all of your Qbyte data at your fingertips through one user-friendly reporting interface. This offers insight into common data between disciplines, like DOIs, Cost Centres, Royalties, Chequing information, and more.

Unlock the power of your information with Qbyte: Better Together.

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@p2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.